money
basic answers

Understanding what independence actually
means

passport
army etc etc

quality information
land tax - fairer ownership
Local empowerment - land back to the people

Land

how do you prevent land back to people just
becoming new landwners
Brussels
Just where does power lie?

London
Edinburgh

Local taxation controlled locally

Democracy & Governance

Local re-governance
Not more of the same please

How do we create a different structure - help
please?

Politics based on values
Independence should not be more of the same
with a scottish badge

Give us models for local empowerment
"Revolution not referendum"

Should Scotland be owned by the State, county or
community?

What kind of country do we want to create?

politicians are completely out of touch - how do
we change this?

How do we ensure Scotland becomes more local
whatever the referendum result?
Valuing environmental issues

Does independence offer a better prospect or not
of delivering on the issues we have raised?
How do we address this?
Hold 'Question Time' on this theme
Is small (Govt/Banks etc) always good and big
always bad?
How do we keep the politicians out of our
discussion?
How do we bring them in to listen when we are
ready?
How can we motivate other communities to do
this?
Could we create a manifesto for communities?
What can Comrie do to take ideas forward?

not trashing the planet
An economic transition to a sustainable model
Re-skilling Scotland (outside academia)

Fear of change

Creating social enterprises
Small v Big

Comrie Conversations (1): 5th
March 2013 Summary thoughts

Generating new ideas
Re-imagining(re-building) the economy

Supporting local business & strat
Cooperatives

Party Politics

A "scottish Future Fund' like Norway
Community level banking (like Germany)
www.scotskillls.com

Connecting with others
What is a realistic defence pollcy?
Going forward

More of the same please - this topic has lots to
discuss!!!!!
If we become independent can we have BORGEN
as First Minister??????

Monarchy

Knowledge

No WMD
Membership of NATO?

Role of the monarchy?
How soon could we become a republic?
How can we get impartial information?
Politicians are just selling their version?
on a world stage

How should Scotland be viewed …..?

in Europe
by our neighbours

our young people
How to motivate…..

how can they ask politicians questions?

the vulnerable
the passive
those who don't speak up

Health & Care
Energy policy

Food Security

How will we care for our elderly and vulnerable?
Local use of oil funds
Keeping the oil in the ground
How do we create this?
Land use in this context?

